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Abstract

In this paper I analyze spillover effects on the production of patents following episodes in
which superstar inventors relocate to a new city. In particular, in order to distinguish whether
local externalities have a restricted network dimension or a wider spatial breadth, I estimate
changes in patterns of patenting activity for two different groups of inventors: the restricted
group of coauthors of the superstar, and all other inventors in one urban area. The analysis is
performed for both the locality where the superstar moves and the one that is left. I restrict
the attention to patent outputs that exclude any joint work with the superstar, so to isolate
spillovers from complementarity effects. The results from the event study evidence a large and
persistent positive effect on the coauthors of the superstar who reside in the city of destination
(averaging about 0.1 more patents per inventor each year), and a negative trend affecting those
who live in the locality of departure. These effects increase with the relative ranking of the
superstar in the patent distribution. Conversely, no city-wide spillover effect can be attested,
offering little support to place-based policies aimed at generating a positive local brain drain.
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Theories of knowledge spillovers are predicated on a variety of social mechanisms, which all
explain – across different settings – the occurrence of information exchange through individual
interaction. Among these mechanisms, geographic proximity has an ambiguous position. On
the one hand, spatial vicinity can be thought as factor that is complementary to the process
of knowledge creation, based on professional collaborations between high-skilled individuals.
On the other hand, spatial proximity might have an additional and independent effect, that
is to favor the diffusion of new ideas and knowledge resulting into genuine agglomeration
externalities. The latter circumstance may explain the endogenous co-location of individuals
and firms across space, with far-reaching policy implications.

Despite the relevance of this issue, economic research does not offer a clear description
and supporting evidence of how geographical proximity drives the emergence and diffusion
of economically valuable new ideas. In order to isolate local knowledge spillovers, in this
paper I analyze episodes in which “superstar” inventors – those in the top 5% of the patent
distribution – relocate across cities. In particular, I examine the impact of these events
over time on the “residual” patent output (patents not coauthored with the superstar) of
four groups of inventors. They are the individuals who belong to the network of patent
collaboration of the superstar and those who do not, for both localities (of departure and of
destination). In addition, I analyze how these effects vary with the relative position of the
moving inventor in the distribution of patents per individual.

The main findings of this event analysis can be summarized as follows. When a superstar
moves there is a favorable and long-lasting effect on the number of patents independently
realized by inventors who, at any point in time, have collaborated with the migrating su-
perstar and are also based in his locality of destination. Quantitatively, this effect amounts
on average to about 0.1 more patents per inventor each year, and it increases with the rela-
tive position of the migrating star in the distribution of patent production. However, when
measuring the effect of patent quality by weighting for patent citations, this effect seems
to be less persistent over time and to fade out after few years. Conversely, one superstar’s
collaborators who reside in his abandoned metropolitan area suffer from a negative effect
on their count of residual patent application, albeit with a lag of about two years from the
migration event – likely reflecting the natural lag of the R&D process.

However, there seems to be no strong evidence in favor of a similar effect on the patent
output of all other inventors in both cities involved. The only exception is when the superstar
belongs to the top 0.1% of the patent distribution: in this case one can observe simultane-
ously an increase in the total patent production and in the number of active inventors in the
city of destination, as well as a decrease in the average residual patent count per inventor.
Taken together, these results reflect the existence of localized knowledge spillovers, which are
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confined however to the network of one inventor’s coauthors. By the terminology introduced
in this paper, local knowledge spillovers happen on the intensive margin but not on the
extensive one. As a consequence, the evidence in favor of “big push” type of place-based in-
novation policies – realized on the expectation that attracting few highly creative individuals
may result into a wider equilibrium shift in local innovativeness – is mixed.

This paper builds on the tradition of economic studies searching for geographically local-
ized externalities associated with R&D activity. Jaffe, Trajtenberg, and Henderson (1993,
JTH) in their seminal work show how patent citations – seen as the “paper trail” of knowledge
spillovers1 – tend to come from the same urban area as the cited patent. Amongst subsequent
research, notable is the critique of JTH by Thompson and Fox-Kean (2005, TFK), who show
that improving on the method to control for the geographic distribution of economic activity
would yield less robust results. In support of this claim, Agrawal et al. (2010) show that in
“company towns” patent citations are concentrated within the same firm. Albeit different in
spirit, other recent attempts to estimate localized human capital or R&D externalities are
provided by Moretti (2004), Lychagin et al. (2010), Bloom et al. (2013).

The central identification problem faced by all these researchers is how to separate gen-
uine geographic externalities from other common factors that are shared within the localities
of interest. This issue is not specific to the analysis of knowledge spillovers, but is common
to all urban and trade economists searching for general agglomeration economies (of which
knowledge spillovers is usually thought to be one determinant, along with labor market pool-
ing and scale economies). A solution, employed by Greenstone, Hornbeck, and Moretti (2010)
in their analysis of the effect of large plants on local productivity, is to exploit tail events
affecting both “winning” and “losing” localities, whose long-run outcomes are compared. This
paper is based on a similar approach: the analysis of patenting outcomes by selected groups
of inventors across places that receive and places that lose superstar inventors.2

This paper is also related to all those studies examining the economics of top-end or
“superstar” professionals, with a focus on very successful inventors and academics. Perhaps
most famously among these studies, the work by Azoulay et al. (2010) provides evidence
on the role of superstars in stimulating the intellectual production of their collaborators.
The identification strategy employed in their paper, however, is not capable to provide an

1This definition is based upon one famous critical statement by Krugman (1991), according to whom
“knowledge flows [. . . ] are invisible; they leave no paper trail by which they may be measured and tracked.”

2The two approaches are not identical, however. Specifically, Greenstone et al. compare places that
benefited from the arrival of “Million Dollar Plants” with those that were almost selected for the opening of
such facilities, but were ultimately discarded in favor of the “winning” localities. This can be thought as a
source of semi-exogenous variation. In the present paper this element is absent, to be appropriately included
in future extensions of this work. Nevertheless, the event study methodology is still useful at comparing
outcomes when it identifies sharp changes in the variables of interest associated with the event in question.
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unambiguous test of the interaction between collaboration with a superstar and common
spatial location.3 There is also a growing interest in the migration of superstar inventors,
who are thought as drivers of local innovation. In particular, recent work has assessed the
role of marginal tax rates in determining the location choices of superstar inventors, both
across U.S. cities (Moretti and Wilson, 2014) and countries (Akcigit et al., 2015).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides a general discus-
sion of the conceptual framework, relating it to the empirical analysis. Section 2 introduces
the data and provides a description of the “relocation events” of the superstars under con-
sideration. Section 3 presents and comments the empirical results from the event studies.
Finally, Section 4 is dedicated to conclusive remarks.

1 Conceptual Framework

This section is divided in two parts. In the first one I provide a critical overview of theories of
knowledge spillovers, highlighting how the idea of “geographical spillovers” conflates distinct
aspects that ought to be analyzed separately. In the second part I outline a simple analytical
model that distinguishes said aspects, and derive some welfare implications.

1.1 Knowledge Spillovers and Geography

In his classical analysis, Griliches (1979) distinguishes three sources of knowledge spillovers.
They are: the horizontal spillovers, induced by learning about new product or processes of
other firms competing in downstream product markets; the vertical spillovers, which are the
result of economies of scale and scope derived from synergic relationships through supply
chains4; and the technological spillovers, caused by the consequences of broad technological
discoveries beyond narrow production sectors (for example, findings in the semiconductors
industry may benefit ICT, those in biotech the pharmaceutical sector and so on).

This classification is useful because it allows one to conceptually separate how knowledge
spillovers may affect the economic analysis of single supply chains, specific product markets
and the economy as a whole; but it says nothing about the social mechanism that allows
information and knowledge to spread. It can be argued that at root, however, all three sources
of spillovers from Griliches’ list are implicitely based on the same process: the exchange of
ideas through social interaction between individuals who operate across different firms and,

3See the discussion at pg. 577 of the article.
4It may be questioned that innovation and/or productivity benefits caused by vertical linkages are a case

of spillovers, instead of technological advantages induced by specific vertical configurations of production. If
such advantages cannot be subject to enforcible contracts, strong vertical relationships between firms can be
seen as an endogenous consequence (Williamson, 1981) rather than an exogenous cause.
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possibly, industries. A quest for knowledge spillovers should therefore try to identify this
mechanism and its determinants.

This argument motivates why it can be erroneous to amend Griliches’ list by adding geo-
graphic spillovers. The simple idea behind assuming a role for geographical closeness is that
intuitively, it makes it easier for individuals – in particular creative and innovative ones – to
meet and communicate. In all evidence, this factor reinforces the main mechanism that is
common to all Griliches’ types of spillover: individual interaction. However, communication
mediated via spatial closeness can benefit individuals working on joint projects, those em-
ployed in different organizations but of similar technological content, as well as individuals
who are loosely professionally associated. In each circumstance it is important to distinguish
whether the result of facilitated interaction (thanks to geographic proximity) is actually a
case of spillovers – or, more generally, an externality.

I propose the following distinction between three means by which geographical proximity
stimulates intellectual productivity and innovativeness. The first of them is complementar-
ity between joint intellectual effort and spatial closeness. For example, inventors may be
jointly more prolific while working and talking everyday in the same laboratory, rather than
collaborating on a project via email or Skype. Technological specificities of any production
process are not, by definition, externalities. The second case is the one of facilitated search:
individuals looking for partners and collaborators for a specific research venture or project
might find their “ideal type” more easily if it lives close by.5 Again, this is not the case of an
externality, but rather of reduced search frictions.

Lastly, I list pure local knowledge spillovers. They are the result of stimulation of new
thoughts and ideas thanks to communication and personal interaction. Their defining fea-
ture is they unrelated to any professional/production relationship: be it present or future,
contractually defined or not. It is worth to further subdivide the effect of local spillovers on
two margins, the intensive and the extensive one. This attribution depends on whether the
individuals involved in the process have been professionally connected or not at any point
in time. Suppose that one highly reputed inventor migrates to the Silicon Valley to join a
specific research project at a local company. If the new collaborators of the superstar benefit
from this relationship and acquire better skills and knowledge that eventually result in new
inventions at other firms, the effect is on the intensive margin. If the superstar in question

5“Facilitated search” bears some resemblance with the second Marshallian agglomeration force, the concept
of tight labor markets, which is also about efficiency-enhancing reduced search frictions. While thight labor
markets are by definition framed in the context of the employer-employee search process, here I am discussing
the more general process of sorting in “research teams”, whether these are employed by specific firms or
not. The stress is on the fact that the sorting process is driven by the interested agents – the researchers –
themselves, as opposed to some hierarchic organizations. An example is this difference is the case of academic
coauthors from different universities, as opposed to a senior academic looking for local research assistants.
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meets other professionals at the local golf club on Saturday evenings, and positively influences
them with his ideas and insights, the effect is on the extensive margin.

Local knowledge spillovers constitute an externality, for they affect the reciprocal out-
comes of agents in a way that is independent of individual decisions. As such, they open the
door for policy interventions aimed at addressing inefficiencies. However, in order to motivate
place-based policies on the basis of local knowledge spillovers, it is necessary that the exten-
sive margin of the externality is large enough relative to intensive margin. If a policy aimed
at attracting high-skilled researchers in order to stimulate local innovation disproportionately
benefits a small well-connected network, it is perhaps not the most appropriate allocation of
public funds. The empirical analysis conducted in this paper aims, inter alia, at evaluating
the relative importance of the intensive vs. the extensive margin of local spillovers.

1.2 The Model

I formalize these concepts in a very stylized model, which frames the setting of the empirical
analysis. The model is loosely inspired by the version of the Rosen-Roback model6 featured
in Moretti (2011), although the following is a welfare analysis of individual choice in presence
of externalities and not a general equilibrium framework.

Consider two cities A and B, indexed by c = A,B, with a fixed population of inventors Ic
each. There is a superstar inventor who may only reside in one of the two cities c (Tc ∈ {0, 1},
TA + TB = 1). In both cities, there are some inventors Nc who are direct collaborators of
the superstar, and would remain so regardless of which city the superstar elects for his
residence. In addition, there are some other individuals Mc with whom the superstar would
only collaborate if he or she lived in their same city. Finally, there are Lc inventors whose
research is unrelated to that of the star. For both cities, Ic ≡ Lc +Mc +Nc.

Define pi as the number of patents realized by a generic individual i. Assume the following
identities to hold for each city c:

E [pit| i ∈ Lc, Tc = 1]− E [pit| i ∈ Lc, Tc = 0] = `L (1)

E [pit| i ∈Mc, Tc = 1]− E [pit| i ∈Mc, Tc = 0] = `M + fM (2)

E [pit| i ∈ Nc, Tc = 1]− E [pit| i ∈ Nc, Tc = 0] = `N + fN (3)

where f ≥ 0 denote patents coauthored by the superstar and ` ≥ 0 patents not coauthored
by the superstar. According to the previous classification of the channels through which
spatial proximity benefits intellectual production, it follows that:

6See Rosen (1979); Roback (1982, 1988).
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– fM is the result of complementarties between intellectual labor and spatial proximity;

– fN denotes the effect of a facilitated search of coauthors;

– ` represent pure local knowledge spillovers, on both the intensive (`M + `N) and the
extensive (`L) margins.

The superstar inventor chooses in which city to live. His choice is based on: a) the
difference in number of patents he can realize by residing in a given locality – which is
thought to affect the superstar’s income and is ultimately a function of NA, NB, MA, MB;
b) other factors affecting his or her preference relative for either locality (fiscal advantages,
local amenities, personal idiosyncratic preferences). In particular, I denote by E the patent-
equivalent intensity of the superstar’s preference for city A. Thus, he or she will chose city
A according to the rule

TA = I [fN (NA −NB)− fM (MA −MB) + E ≥ 0] (4)

and symmetrically for TB.
Assuming that all patents are of the same quality (not a realistic statement, but certainly

an innocuous one for the aim of the present analysis) the problem of a social planner can
be thought as the one of allocating a superstar in one city so to maximize the overall patent
count and, thus, innovation. The social planner also takes into account the preferences of the
superstar inventor7 but, unlike him or her, would also internalize local knowledge spillovers.
Define as DA = 1 the situation where social welfare is maximized if the superstar lives in
city A. In analogy with (4), it follows that

DA = I [(`N + fN) (NA −NB)− (`M + fM) (MA −MB) + `L (LA − LB) + E ≥ 0] (5)

and symmetrically for DB.
The following two statements summarize the welfare analysis of this simple model.

Lemma 1. If `L = 0 or if LA = LB, then the locational choice of the superstar inventor
coincides with the social optimum (Tc = Dc).

This follows straightforwardly from the fact that `M , `N ≥ 0. The intuition is that even if
the superstar inventor does not internalize the spillovers generated on his or her coauthors,
the location decision would be based on the number of potential collaborations in either

7This modeling choice, besides being theoretically sound, slightly simplifies the welfare analysis. The main
qualitative insights are unaffacted.
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city. If there are no extensive-margin spillovers or they affect both cities equally, these are
not marginally relevant for the evaluation of the social optimum. The social utility function
would be in that case monotonic in the number of superstar’s coauthors in either city.

Lemma 2. The choice of the superstar and the social optimum do not coincide (Tc 6= Dc)
if

`L (Ld − Lc) ≥ (`N + fN) (Nc −Nd)− (`M + fM) (Mc −Md) + E (6)

for c = A,B and d = B,A.

In other words, a policy designed to attract a superstar from one place to another (say
via a compensating manipulation of E, for example through tax incentives) can be justified
only if there is a sufficiently stronger potential for agglomeration economies in the locality of
destination. This is given by the combination of extensive-margin local spillovers (`L) and
the difference in the population of inventors unrelated to the superstar (Ld − Lc).

2 Data and Relocation Events

This section is divided in four parts. In the first part, I provide a general introduction to
the data. In the second one, I characterize the “relocation events” of superstars inventors in
time and space. In the third I describe of the thought experiment on which the event study
is based. In the fourth and last part I define the outcomes of interest. Summary statistics
are reported throughout the section.

2.1 Inventor Data

In this study I employ the patent dataset elaborated by Li et al. (2014), which includes
disambiguated identities of individual authors of patents that have been registered at the
USPTO. The dataset is organized at the inventor-patent level, and it contains the ZIP code
of the residence address for individual inventor at the time of applying for a patent. I match
the ZIP codes to the Core Based Statistical Area (CBSA) as per the 2006 definition, and
exclude all inventors that cannot be matched to any urban area (usually, these are individuals
residing in rural areas or abroad). This results in the selection of 1,758,580 patents with
application dates spanning from 1975 to 2008, authored by 987,807 inventors.

It is a common instance that patents, especially those with several multiple inventors, are
signed by individuals residing in differente CBSAs. Conversely, more than 85% of inventors
only file patents from a single urban area, and less than 5% realize patents from more than
two different cities over the course of their life. The typical pattern of patent-level information
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for individuals who have been relocating across cities is sharply discontinuous, denoting well-
defined moving episodes. An example of such pattern, fabricated for illustratory purpose, is
represented in table 1.

Table 1: Relocation Example 1

Inventor No. Patent No. Name on Patent App. Year CBSA ID Sequence
17380242 1369841 JOHN SMITH 1987 114 1
17380242 6432207 J. SMITH 1989 114 1
17380242 5578017 JOHN SMITH 1990 114 1
17380242 6047949 JOHN SMITH 1990 114 1
17380242 6841760 JOHN SMITH 1991 114 1
17380242 1086679 SMITH, J. F. 1991 876 2
17380242 6184582 JOHN SMITH 1992 876 2
17380242 5219248 JOHN SMITH 1994 876 2

The residence address of this very hypothetical individual (John Smith8), as indicated
on patent applications, is associated to two different urban areas corresponding to two con-
secutive “sequences”: one for patent applications received by the USPTO until 1991, and
the other one for later patent applications (including one from 1991). In such a case, the
data would unambiguously provide the information that inventor John Smith has moved to
a different CBSA in 1991, which defines the relocation event year for this specific individual.

In a minority of cases, however, the data are less unequivoc, because urban areas asso-
ciated to ZIP Codes of residence overlap over time. This can happen for different reasons –
an inventor collaborates across multiple laboratories at the same time, he or she visits some
institutions for a short period of time, or perhaps really has multiple residences (but can
only report one at a time). In these circumstances I assign a new “sequence”, defining one
inventor’s residential history, only if more than half of the patents come from a new urban
area in the time interval defined by potential event years (ties are resolved conservatively).
To clarify the procedure, I provide another constructed example in Table 2.

In the case of Paul Fogel, another imaginary inventor, three CBSAs appear on record:
one from his first patent in 1989 (corresponding to the first sequence), a second city-sequence
whose event year is 1993, and finally a third city associated to later patents. Moreover, the
CBSA from the first sequence also appears once in a patent from 1994. If this piece of data
were real, they would seem to indicate that inventor Paul Fogel has relocated in 1993 but
has kept ties at other places. Since patents from the third locality look sporadic, they do not
constitute a third sequence, and Paul Fogel is associated to CBSA No. 559 from 1993 on.

8Notice how the name reported on patents differs in this constructed example. This illustrates the im-
portance of disambiguating individual identities in patent data by exploiting available information (such as
uniformity in the residence address, patent class, names of collaborators and so on).
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Table 2: Relocation Example 2

Inventor No. Patent No. Name on Patent App. Year CBSA ID Sequence
04857953 8414094 PAUL FOGEL 1989 417 1
04857953 2110077 PAUL FOGEL 1992 417 1
04857953 5644092 PAUL FOGEL 1992 417 1
04857953 2648021 PAUL FOGEL 1993 559 2
04857953 9477426 PAUL FOGEL 1994 559 2
04857953 2769154 P. FOGEL 1994 417 2
04857953 1180159 P. FOGEL 1995 559 2
04857953 4079703 P. W. FOGEL 1995 271 2
04857953 7219492 P. W. FOGEL 1995 559 2
04857953 8716910 P. W. FOGEL 1996 559 2
04857953 5948404 P. W. FOGEL 1998 271 2

2.2 Moving Superstars

I restrict the analysis of inventor relocation to “superstars”: they are defined – following
standard practice – as the individuals in the top 5% of the patents per inventor distribution.
Inventors with more than twelve patents fall in this category. However, individuals in this
group are highly heterogeneously prolific, as Figure 1 indicates. This graph, showing the
right tail of the empirical distribution of patents per inventors, has been truncated at 10
patents on the left and 100 patents on the right. In fact, there are 703 inventors not shown in
the graph who have authored more than 100 patents. The three individuals with the highest
patent count have realized 2,410, 2,064 and 995 inventions respectively in the time interval
under analysis.

[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]

Superstar inventors are considerably more mobile than other individuals. A staggering
percentage of 23.7% is characterized by one relocation event as defined in the previous part
of this section, and about 8% by more than one event. More prolific superstars seem to be,
as expected, slightly more mobile. Throughout the rest of this study I subdivide superstar
inventors in three subgroups by their position in the patents distribution: the “Low” group,
including inventors between the 5% and the 1% percentiles; the “Medium” group, encompass-
ing those between the 1% and the 0.1% quantiles; and the “High” group, to which belong the
individuals in the top 0.1% of the distribution (the 1% and 0.1% cutoffs are respectively 32
and 84 patents, as reported in Figure 1). The number of individuals in each of these three
groups, broken down by number of observed moves, is reported in Table 3.

I restrict the analysis to the relocation events of individuals who move only once, whose
event year falls between 1981 and 2001. The reason of these choices is to perform a correct
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Table 3: Number of Moves by Superstar Group

Group Low (%) Med. (%) High (%) All (%)
0 Moves 26,331 (70.2%) 5,912 (65.4%) 701 (64.9%) 32,944 (69.2%)
1 Move 8,732 (23.3%) 2,298 (25.4%) 248 (23.0%) 11,278 (23.7%)
2 Moves 1,985 (5.3%) 623 (6.9%) 96 (8.9%) 2,704 (5.7%)
3+ Moves 450 (1.2%) 209 (2.3%) 35 (3.2%) 694 (1.4%)
Total 37,498 (100%) 9,042 (100%) 1,080 (100%) 47,620 (100%)

event analysis and to attribute to each event a sufficient number of observations for the
outcome variables both before and after the event date. By selecting the 1981 and 2001
window, I am able to use observations as early as 1975 for 1981 events and as late as 2008 for
2001 events. By excluding superstars with more than one move, I eliminate instances where
the time window to analyze certain events is truncated by close previous or subsequent
relocations of the same superstar. The number of events in each year is displayed for each
group of superstars in Figure 2, and it increases over time for all groups.

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]

The geography of the relocation events presents quite recognizable patterns. The two
maps in Figures 3 and 4 display a classification of CBSAs by, respectively, the total number
of “Moving-In” (where a superstar moves) and “Moving-Out” (whence a superstar leaves)
events from 1981 to 2001. California is, by far, the state involved in most events: the San
Jose urban area has witnessed 680 superstars arriving and 609 leaving (unsurprisingly the
top figure in both categories), San Francisco has respectively 568 and 451, while Los Angeles
has 255 and 399. By contrast, the New York urban area has experienced the departure of
325 superstars against only 155 arriving. These patterns look very similar if one breaks them
down by more restricted time windows or by superstar group.

[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]

[FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE]

2.3 Local Networks

This analysis has two aims: first, to identify genuine local knowledge spillovers net of com-
plementarity effects and other technological characteristics of the intellectual production
process; second, to disentangle the intensive and the extensive margin of localized spillovers.
The former objective is addressed by estimating the impact of a superstar’s relocation event
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on productivity measures of the superstar’s local coauthorship networks, in both localities of
destination and departure. These productivity measures are residual patent counts – that is,
they exclude patents realized together with the superstar himself. The resulting estimates
allow to evaluate the intensive margin of local knowledge spillovers: the exclusion of patents
common with the superstar are meant to remove complementarity and “search” effects. The
second objective is realized by estimating the impact of the superstar’s arrival or departure
on the residual patent count of an entire CBSA. This allows to assess the extensive margin
of local knowledge spillovers against the intensive margin.

A stylized example can easily illustrate the thought experiment on which the analysis is
based. Graph 1 represents the relocation event of a superstar and his or her coauthorship
network. The superstar in question (the larger node) moves from City A to City B, and has
collaborators in both places – as well as some that do not reside in either city. The event
study featured in this paper evaluates the impact of the relocation event on the residual
patent outcomes of two groups: the “grey” nodes in the graph – the coauthors in the locality
of destination – and the “dotted” nodes – those in the city of departure. Under the hypothesis
that the physical presence of the superstar generates local spillovers, one should expect a
positive effect on the former and a negative effect on the latter. In addition, the impact of
the event is evaluated against the residual patent production of all other inventors (excluding
the superstar’s direct network)9 in either City A or City B.

City A City B

Superstar

Graph 1: A Moving Superstar and Local Coauthorship Networks

In the analysis, a coauthor of a superstar is defined as one inventor who has signed
a patent application jointly with the superstar in an interval of six years before or after
the relocation event. Every coauthor is assigned to a metropolitan area on the basis of

9They are not represented in the graph for the sake of clarity.
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the available information on his location of residence at the time when the superstar moves,
which can be extracted from the data as described earlier in this section. For some superstar-
events, no network can be reconstructed in either involved locality, leaving a final number
of 6,044 events subject to the analysis. Interestingly, the average size of local networks does
not increase wildly with the relative position of the superstar in the patent distribution.10

Summary statistics relative to the network sizes, broken down by year and superstar group,11

are reported in Figures 5 and 6 respectively for the cities of destination and of departure.

[FIGURES 5 AND 6 ABOUT HERE]

2.4 Patent Outcomes

I estimate the effect of superstar relocation on four network-level patent counts, two of them
being citation-weighted and two of them not. I start defining them from the simplest case,
the one of the pure patent count. For the superstar-event i, city c ∈ {I, O} (where I is the
“In” destination city and “O” is the “Out” departure city) and year t the pure patent count
Pict of the corresponding network is given by

Pict =
∑

n∈N{i,c}

p̂nit (7)

where N {i, c} is the set of coauthors of superstar i located in city c, and p̂nit is the residual
number of patent applications of inventor n in year t. “Residual” as a property of the patent
count signifies that patents of an inventor that are joint with superstar i are excluded from
the count, and this is denoted by the “hat” symbol in p̂.

While all empirical estimates control for network size, the pure patent count might not
be a meaningful measure given the large variation in the dimension of the local networks of
superstars. To account for this one may consider the average patent count, dividing (7) by
network size.

P̄ict =
1

dim (N {n, c})
∑

n∈N{n,c}

p̂nit (8)

Another issue is that some technological and research areas are characterized, relative to
others, by larger team sizes – typically resulting in patents with many authors. This may
bias the analysis in either way depending on the frequency of the events by technological

10Premilinary analysis shows that superstars in higher quantiles have a disproportionate number of coau-
thors dispersed in localities where they have never resided.

11An average of zero for the “High” group in a given year indicates that no local network can be reconstructed
for the very top superstars on that year.
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field. To address this, one could use the residual patent shares count ŝnit, that is the sum
of all patent shares of inventor i (as opposed to p̂nit). A patent share is the inverse of the
number of authors of a patent; in the case of a patent with three authors for instance, the
share of each author is 1/3. Shares of patents co-authored with the superstar are removed
from the count. One may also look at the average share count in a network.

P̃ict =
∑

n∈N{i,c}

ŝnit (9)

˜̄Pict =
1

dim (N {i, c})
∑

n∈N{n,c}

ŝnit (10)

Still, all these alternative measures do not account for patent heterogeneity – the fact that
some patents are more valuable than others. A frequently used proxy of patent quality is
the number of citations; thus I also estimate the effect of the events on appropriate citations-
weighted patent outcomes. The citation-weighted analogues of (7), (8), (9) and (10) are:

Bict =
∑

n∈N{i,c}

b̂nit (11)

B̄ict =
1

dim (N {i, c})
∑

n∈N{n,c}

b̂nit (12)

B̃ict =
∑

n∈N{i,c}

ẑnit (13)

˜̄Bict =
1

dim (N {i, c})
∑

n∈N{n,c}

ẑnit (14)

where bnit is the citation-weighted patent count of inventor n and znit is the count of citation-
weighted shares.12 In order to account for the truncation problem – the fact that more recent
patents have yet to receive citations at the time they are observed – I apply the correction
method employed in Hall et al. (2001). Still, the method yields very imprecise inferences
about the quality of later patents (such as those filed in the 2000’s or in the late ’90s), a
problem that affects the precision of the analysis of even earlier events. For this reason, I
restrict the analysis to relocation events prior to 1997 when using these measures.

For the estimation of extensive margin spillovers I use a set of alternative measures that is
analogous to the one above. The main difference is that, in this case, each count is based on
all inventors in city c excluding those who are part of the superstar’s coauthorship network

12I provide more accurate definitions of p̂nit, b̂nit, ŝnit and ẑnit, not given in the text in order not to overload
it. Define K as the set of all patents, dim (K) = K, and index patents by k = 1, . . . ,K. Notation P (n, t)
denotes the set of patents for which inventor n filed an application in year t. Define S(k) as the number of
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– a set that I denote as M{i, c} (with M{i, c} ∩ N {i, c} = �, that is, the two sets are
complementary). The city-wide patent count, the analogue of Pict, is defined as

Cict =
∑

n∈M{i,c}

p̂nit (19)

and similarly are C̄ict, C̃ict, ˜̄Cict, Gict, Ḡict, G̃ict and ˜̄Gict; where G denotes citation-weighting
like B does in the case of network-level counts.

Figure 7 shows the averages of Pint and P̃int at the event-year level from 1981 to 2001,
for both the localities of destination and those of departure. As one would expect, in the
early years the networks “abandoned” by the superstar tend to be more productive than those
that are “reached”, while the reverse is true at the end of the time period. Figure 8 reports
analogous summary statistics for Cint and C̃int

13. The trend of each variable looks remarkably
similar for both “In” and “Out” localities, showing little systematic association of superstars’
moving choices with changes in local innovativeness. The summary statistics for the average
and the citation-weighted measures, not shown here for brevity, follow patterns that are very
similar to those displayed in figures 7 and 8 for both network-level and city-level counts.

[FIGURES 7 AND 8 ABOUT HERE]

3 Event Study: Empirical Results

This section discusses the empirical results from the implementation of the event study, and
is divided in five parts. In the first part, I outline the workhorse empirical model that is
common to each estimation model. In the second part, I describe the estimates relative to

authors of patent k. Finally, C (k) is the truncation-adjusted citation weight. The definitions are as follows.

p̂nit =

K∑
k=1

I [k ∈ P (n, t) ∧ k /∈ P (i, t)] (15)

ŝnit =

K∑
k=1

I [k ∈ P (n, t) ∧ k /∈ P (i, t)] · 1

S (k)
(16)

b̂nit =

K∑
k=1

I [k ∈ P (n, t) ∧ k /∈ P (i, t)] · C (k) (17)

ẑnit =

K∑
k=1

I [k ∈ P (n, t) ∧ k /∈ P (i, t)] · C (k)

S (k)
(18)

13These averagea can be approximated as a weighted average of patent counts at the city level, where each
weights is the number of events associated with one city
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the baseline outcomes of interest, the pure residual patent counts (both at the network and
at the city level). In the third part I briefly comment on the results from the other outcome
measures, excluding the citation-weighted ones. The latter are the subject of the fourth part
of the section. Finally, the fifth and last part of the section discusses results for the baseline
measure divided by superstar group.

3.1 Empirical Model

The empirical model common to all estimates presented hereinafter is standard within the
event studies methodology. For each event i denote its event date as s (i), a set of dummy
variables

{
D−K̄ , ·, Dk, ·, DK̄

}
defined as Dk

ict = I [t = s (i) + k] for −K̄ ≥ k ≥ K̄, and two
additional “bound” dummies14

(
D`

ict, D
u
ict

)
, that are similarly given as D`

ict = I
[
t < s (i)− K̄

]
and Du

ict = I
[
t > s (i) + K̄

]
. The model reads as:

Yict = αic +
K̄∑

k=−K̄

βkD
k
ict + γ`D

`
ict + γuD

u
ict + δct + εict (20)

β−1 = 0 (21)

where Yict is a patent count outcome of choice for either c = I or c = O. In this study I set
K̄ = 6, so that the model can be estimated on the 1975-2007 sample for all events occurred
between 1981 and 2001 and the resulting panel that is internal to the bound dates is balanced.
The estimates of {β−6, . . . , β0, . . . , β6} allow to identify the relationship between the event
and the outcome of interest over time. Notice that event-city fixed effects αic control for all
time-invariant characteristics, including network size for the estimates at the network level.
The model is estimated via OLS and standard errors are clustered at the “event” i level, that
is the local network or the CBSA (depending on the left-hand side variable of choice).

3.2 Baseline Results: Simple Patent Counts

Table 4 reports the results of the event study for the baseline patent measures: the simple
counts Pict and Cict. Column (1) displays the estimates relative to the network geographically
joined by the superstar (PiIt). The average patent count increases slowly before the event,
to be followed by a large increase after it. The post-event difference in patent count at the
network level stabilizes at around 0.9-1 extra residual patent applications per year, which is a
sizeable effect. Column (2) displays the estimates relative to the network that the superstar
has left (PiOt). Also in this case a slow increase in the patent count can be noticed before the

14Upperscripts ` and u stay respectively for “lower” and “upper” bound.
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event date, to be followed by a rapid decrease. Six years after the event, the “abandoned”
network generates on average one residual patent less relative to the year prior to the event,
with a resulting difference with the “In” Networks of about 1.75 patents. These results are
better appreciated via graphical visualization; they are reported in Figure 9.

[FIGURE 9 ABOUT HERE]

Column (3) in Table 4 shows the estimates relative to the entire patent count of the
urban area where the superstar has moved (CiIt). Again, the total number of residual patent
applications rises before the event, to be followed by a decline. The results for the urban
area left by the superstar (CiOt), reported in column (4), follow a parellel trend, as Figure
10 displays. These estimates indicate that superstar inventors tend to move in periods of
higher-than-usual innovative activity, for both localities involved in the event. While it is
not immediate to deduce the exact reason why this happens, what is interesting is that no
clear trend distinguishes the two types of localities. If these results seem to exclude any
effect of the superstar itself on the productivity of all local inventors, on the other hand they
also seem to exclude that the inventor’s decision relates either way to differentials in urban
innovativeness.

[FIGURE 10 ABOUT HERE]

Overall, these results suggest that there are important localized knowledge spillovers,
because inventors who are related to the superstar tend to independently produce more
patents if the superstar lives close to them. However, such spillovers seem to be confined to
what I have defined the “intensive margin”, that is the effect is limited to the set of close
coauthors of the moving inventor. There is no prima facie evidence of spillover effects on
other individuals in the city of destination, seemingly ruling out the existence of what I call
the “extensive margin” of local spillovers. In accordance with the discussion conducted in
the first section of this paper, such a scenario does not provide any solid motivation for “big
push” type of place-based innovation policies, especially those that are aimed at attracting
highly skilled inventors in order to boost the growth of local high-tech industries.

3.3 Other Patent Count Measures

The simple patent count Pict (or Cict for estimates at the urban area level) is useful to make
an immediate assessment of the absolute magnitude of the effects; but as it was discussed
earlier, it may not be the most appropriate measure if local networks – or cities – differ in
the number of inventors or in the propensity of inventors to patent in large teams (something
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Table 4: Event Analysis: Simple Patent Count

(1) (2) (3) (4)
IN-Network EX-Network In-City EX-City

–6 -0.7003 -0.2807 -83.2476 -52.1744
(0.0558) (0.0580) (12.4917) (12.2570)

–5 -0.6270 -0.1863 -71.9672 -39.9814
(0.0536) (0.0636) (10.4017) (10.2108)

–4 -0.5415 -0.0983 -51.7083 -21.7772
(0.0506) (0.0557) (8.5916) (8.3035)

–3 -0.4331 -0.0325 -41.0032 -13.1039
(0.0471) (0.0584) (6.1669) (5.9931)

–2 -0.2526 -0.0098 -18.8553 -6.2776
(0.0452) (0.0499) (4.3807) (4.1525)

–1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
(.) (.) (.) (.)

0 0.7553 0.3203 6.9865 2.6266
(0.1023) (0.0940) (4.7339) (4.5236)

+1 1.1174 0.1352 12.7360 0.3500
(0.1353) (0.1017) (7.5889) (7.2810)

+2 1.2898 0.0415 7.0707 -4.3009
(0.1390) (0.1229) (12.3952) (12.0918)

+3 1.1808 -0.2394 -2.3283 -26.1491
(0.1408) (0.1482) (17.8957) (17.4420)

+4 1.0778 -0.5683 -34.3247 -58.5404
(0.1535) (0.1585) (24.5080) (23.7968)

+5 0.8506 -0.8300 -79.1706 -93.8742
(0.1653) (0.1745) (32.0839) (31.1991)

+6 0.7499 -1.0151 -103.5372 -121.0449
(0.2027) (0.1806) (37.1872) (36.5288)

N 187364 187364 187364 187364
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the event level.
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that varies across technological fields). For this reason the analysis is also conducted on
other outcome measures, like the average patent count P̄ict and the share count P̃ict. The
corresponding results are displayed in two separate graphs, respectively in Figures 11 and 12.

[FIGURE 11 ABOUT HERE]

[FIGURE 12 ABOUT HERE]

The results look very similar to those from Figure 9; only the order of magnitude differs.
They indicate that the effect is neither driven by the fact that superstars move from places
with few inventors to places with more, nor by the possibility that highly mobile superstars are
more frequetly found in more collaborative and prolific sectors. The results for the combined
measure of average patent shares ˜̄Pict also look alike, and are not reported for brevity. For
the same reason the results for alternative outcome measures at the CBSA-level are omitted;
like those in Figure 10 they show no evidence of extensive margin local spillovers.

3.4 Citation-Weighted Patents

Different is the case of outcome measures for which patents are weighted by citations. Figure
13 reports the results from the event study estimation for the Network-level citation-weighted
count Bict, while Figure 14 displays the corresponding results for the CBSA-level measure
Gict. They are to be compared respectively with Figures 9 and 10. The results at the network
level speak of an overall less pronounced effect of superstar relocation on the quality of his or
her coauthors’ residual patents. This effect is not only less distinguishable from the pre-event
trend, but also fades away four years after the event. Furthermore, the estimated coefficients
for the count five or six years following the event are statistically indistinguishable across
“In” and “Out” localities. The results at the urban area level from Figure 14 present, instead,
the same pattern as in the baseline case.15

[FIGURE 13 ABOUT HERE]

[FIGURE 14 ABOUT HERE]

These results are to be intepreted with caution, as one should reconcile a persistent effect
of superstar relocation on the pure patent count of the “In” network with a temporary effect
on the citation-weighted count for the same group. A possibility is that the spillover effect is
indeed limited in time but is also associated with a “reputation” effect – that is, individuals

15As in the case of non-citation weighted patents, all other B and G measures speak of qualitatively
identical results as those from Figures 13 and 14.
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who manifest an association with a local superstar become able to realize more low-quality
patents, potentially crowding out the “good” ones. If this were true, there would also be
a negative network effect associated with the migration of superstars. However, such a
hypothesis is hardly testable within the present analysis and with the available information.

In any case, it is worth to stress once again that citation-weighted estimates are conducted
on a much reduced sample (excluding all events occurred after 1996) in order to mitigate the
truncation problem. However, while the statistical power is certainly reduced by a great deal,
the truncation problem might still be present – and this would disproportionately affect the
estimates of later post-event years, differentially exacerbating measurement error issues. Such
a problem can only be addressed with more data and an extended longitudinal dimension.

3.5 Superstar Heterogeneity

It may be argued that the effects of superstars’ migrations are not the same if the inventor in
question has 15 patents or instead 150 – or for that matter, 1,500. It is therefore interesting
to estimate the model separately by group of superstars, distinguished by the position in the
patent distribution. Specifically, I discuss results relative to the “Low”, the “Middle” and the
“High” groups of inventors defined in Section 2. Inventors in the “Low” group lie between the
5% and the 1% of the patent per inventor distribution; those in the “Middle” between the
1% and the 0.1% quantiles, and the “High” group includes the top 0.1%.

Figures 15 and 16 report the results for the estimates of Pict and P̄ict divided by group,
and for c = {I, O}.16 For both “In” and “Out” localities, the on-impact effects associated with
the superstars in the Middle and High groups – especially with the latter – are remarkably
stronger than those relative to the Low grup, in whose case the very presence of the effects
is dubious. These differences do not depend on variations in network size, because they are
consistent when using the “average” measure P̄ict. In the long run, geographical closeness
with a superstar inventor in the top 0.1% of the distribution is associated with 6-10 extra
residual patents in the typical group; on average these are 0.2-0.4 patents per inventor. The
corresponding figure for the Medium group is stable around 0.2 extra patents. Conversely,
the coauthors of a top 0.1% superstar left who have been left in the old city produce 0.15
less residual patents six years after departure of their more prolific colleague; 0.10 less for
the Medium group.

[FIGURE 15 ABOUT HERE]

[FIGURE 16 ABOUT HERE]
16In these figures, confidence intervals are omitted for the sake of clarity; most of the relevant effects are

however significant, and despite the small statistical power associated with the “High” group.
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The results at the city level are more interesting when separated by superstar group.
Figures 17 and 18 show the relative estimates respectively for Cict and C̄ict. Unlike all other
cases, there seems to be an increase in the overall (residual) patent count in the locality joined
by a top 0.1% superstar – although this lags the event by two or three years. In addition
(and remarkably) this is associated with a huge and on-impact decrease in the average count,
which amounts to 0.4 less patents per inventor. This coincidence can only be explained
by a simultaneous increase in the number of inventors in the same city, which precedes
the unfolding of the effect. It would be interesting to explore whether this phenomenon
is exogenous or endogenous to the relocation of first-class superstars. It certainly matches
models of self-reinforcing agglomeration economies and local externalities, although it does
not correspond to the definition of “external margin local spillovers” – in terms of additional
individual residual patents – that has been given in this work.

To summarize, breaking down the analysis by superstar group effectively shows (as some-
one would expect) that the spillover effects associated with inventors who rank even higher
in the patent distribution are indeed larger. In addition, the relocation of superstars in the
“High” group – the top 0.1% – is associated with an increased patent output in the city of des-
tination, which is driven by an increase in the number of low-productivity inventors. Results
using share counts instead of unitary patent counts would yield the same set of conclusions.
It is unfortunately not appropriate to make a similar analysis for citation-weighted measures
while keeping the same, convenient definitions of superstar groups; for the loss of statistical
power associated to such an exercise would yield very noisy and hard to interpret estimates
for the Middle and High groups.

[FIGURE 17 ABOUT HERE]

[FIGURE 18 ABOUT HERE]

4 Conclusion

This study analyzes patterns in patent production that precede and follow the relocation of a
superstar inventor from one city to another. The objective of the analysis is twofold: first, it
aims at separating complementarities between knowledge production and spatial proximity
from pure knowledge spillovers; this is addressed by focusing the attention on the residual
patents, those that are not co-authored with the moving superstar. The second objective is
to distinguish two dimensions of local knowledge spillovers: the intensive margin, primarily
benefitting the more direct colleagues of the superstar; and the extensive margin, a more
generalized effect on all other inventors within one city. Such groups are distinguished in
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the empirical analysis by using past and future patent coauthorship relationships in order to
identify the colleagues of a superstar.

The empirical results show that the location decision of a superstar inventor has a very
strong effect on the residual productivity of his or her group of more direct collaborators.
Those among them who reside in the location where a superstar moves tend to produce on
average 0.1 more patents per year – a number that increases to 0.2 if the superstar belongs to
the top 1% of the patent distribution and to 0.4% for the top 0.1%. Conversely, inventors who
keep living close to the old home of the superstar experience a negative trend of their residual
productivity shortly after the event. While clear intensive margin type of localized spillovers
can be identified, there seems to be little to no evidence in favor of exensive margin spillovers.
Consequently, this study offers little support to policies aimed at attracting big names in a
technological field, on the expectation that this would generate wider agglomeration effects.

I would suggest three directions worth pursuing for future work to improve on the ev-
idence presented in this study. First, the analysis should be enriched by including more
control variables in the empirical model – primarily variables that are relative to the local-
ities involved in the events, but also to the moving superstar. The latter requirement is
particularly challenging, because efforts to link inventor-patent data to information on their
labor market and personal characteristics have just begun. Second, the analysis should iden-
tify and incorporate some exogenous determinants that lead to the movement of superstars;
this would help to remove potential biases induced by unobserved productivity determinants
of groups of inventors. Finally, it may be interesting to distinguish more than two margins
of local spillovers: perhaps the presence of a superstar is unable to influence most inventors
of one city, but can still affect individuals who are more distantly related to the superstar in
their extended coauthorship network.
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Figure 1: Patents per Inventor Distribution (Truncated)

Figure 2: Number of Relocation Events in Each Year
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Figure 3: Map of All Moving-In Events

Figure 4: Map of All Moving-Out Events
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Figure 5: Average Network Size by group, cities of Destination

Figure 6: Average Network Size by group, cities of Departure
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Figure 7: Network-level Patent Count averages, by year

Figure 8: CBSA-level Patent Count averages, by year
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Figure 9: Network-level Estimates, Patent Counts

Figure 10: City-level Estimates, Patent Counts
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Figure 11: Network-level Estimates, Average Patent Counts

Figure 12: Network-level Estimates, Patent Shares
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Figure 13: Network-level Estimates, Cit. Weighted Patent Counts

Figure 14: City-level Estimates, Cit. Weighted Patent Counts
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Figure 15: Network-level Estimates by Group, Patent Counts

Figure 16: Network-level Estimates by Group, Average Patent Counts
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Figure 17: City-level Estimates by Group, Patent Counts

Figure 18: City-level Estimates by Group, Average Patent Counts
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